Trade marks

BUILDINGSMART INTERNATIONAL LIMITED owns trade marks relating to:

- buildingSMART
- the four colour interlinked rings logo
- the buildingSMART + four colour interlinked rings composite logo
- openBIM
- the four colour openBIM logo
- The Home of openBIM
- openCDE
- the four colour openCDE logo

The trade marks are protected by registrations on a broad geographic basis and are also subject to unregistered trade mark rights where applicable. A full list of trade mark registrations can be made available on request.

The logos are additionally subject to copyright, which extends globally under the Berne Convention, and also to design right in the UK and European Union.

BUILDINGSMART INTERNATIONAL LIMITED actively monitors for possible infringements of its trade mark rights and takes action where necessary to protect its rights.

Our Website

The original materials on each page of this Website (the "Materials") have been compiled for the purpose of providing general information about the activities of BUILDINGSMART INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.

Except as otherwise indicated, all copyright in the Materials is owned by BUILDINGSMART INTERNATIONAL LIMITED. All rights in the Materials are reserved.

You may freely browse the Website but may only access, download or use information from this Website, including but not limited to texts & images, for your private use only provided you retain and reproduce each and every copyright notice and other proprietary rights notice contained in any Materials downloaded from this Website.
Logo references

*the four colour interlinked rings logo

*the buildingSMART + four colour interlinked rings composite logo

*openBIM

*the four colour openBIM logo

*The Home of openBIM

*openCDE

*the four colour openCDE logo